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Abstract 

Aim 

We aim to study how the heat related increase in deaths in summer and the extent of mortality 

displacement depend on influenza and other categories of mortality in the previous winter, 

which when low leaves a greater pool of susceptible individuals. 

Methods 

Mortality data from 1990-2002 was stratified into a summer period and a winter period. A 

Poisson regression model was established for the daily mortality in the summer with 

temperature and confounders as explanatory variables. In addition, we incorporated indicators 

of total, respiratory, cardiovascular and influenza mortality of the winter period as effect 

modifiers in the summer model, and studied lagged effects in strata defined by indicators.  

Results 

A high rate of respiratory as well as cardiovascular mortality in winter reduces the heat effect 

the following summer, and influenza mortality tended to do so as well. Short term mortality 

displacement was more pronounced when the winter mortality had been low, and when the 

heat effect was immediate. The heat effect was somewhat more delayed when the previous 

winter mortality had been high.   

Interpretation 

This paper shows that high respiratory, cardiovascular and influenza mortality in winter leads 

to lower temperature effects in the following summer and less mortality displacement. It also 

suggests that persons for whom influenza may be fatal are often also susceptible to heat and 

this subgroup might therefore not benefit as much as expected from influenza vaccinations.  

 
 



  
Introduction 
 
 
Interest in heat effects on mortality increased dramatically in Europe after the severe heat 

wave in 2003, and it has been further intensified by the growing interest in climate change and 

adaptation.1-4 Longitudinal studies assessing the risks of high ambient temperature on 

population-level mortality traditionally incorporate time series analysis or heat episode 

analysis. Basu & Samet published a detailed review on the topic in 2002.5 Most of the excess 

mortalities are cardiovascular and respiratory deaths and occur among older persons.5 

Therefore, heat exposure is sometimes followed by a variable proportion of deaths brought 

forward in time, referred to as mortality displacement. However, the evidence and the extent 

of mortality displacement during heat exposure are not consistent.6-14 In this study of greater 

Stockholm we investigate how displacement of mortality during the cold season, leaving a 

smaller pool of fragile individuals, affects the population-level risks of heat-related mortality 

in the following summer. 

    

A common and accepted way to estimate mortality displacement is by using distributed lag 

models.15 However, for longer term distributed lag analysis, displacement of mortality is less 

pronounced and harder to estimate due to seasonal patterns in mortality rates. Hence, one 

major problem with studies assessing the risks of temperature on mortality is the estimation of 

longer term time scale mortality displacement. 

 

Great variations in excess mortality levels caused by the 2003 heat waves were observed in 

France, even between regions closely situated and with quite similar meteorological 

conditions.16 A general reduction of the mortality level was observed in the following years as 

well as lower excess mortality during the heat wave of 2006.17 Although, it should be 

mentioned that these occurrences cannot be explained only by the high excess mortality in 

2003, but also by general deficits in mortality and a functioning heat wave warning system 

during 2006. However, few previously published papers in this field discuss the non-random 

reasons for yearly variations in the effect of heat on mortality as relative risk estimates. Some 

have hypothesized that the variation depends on the extent of mortality in previous months or 

previous winter season, which when mild leaves a larger pool of susceptible 

individuals.2,18,19,20  

 



To investigate variation in the risk coefficients between summers and to address the 

dependency of heat effect estimates on previous winter mortality, we study the yearly 

variation in relative risk estimates, and the modification of the summer heat effect by different 

indicators of mortality during the previous winter. The indicators used are total (excl. external 

causes) mortality, respiratory mortality, cardiovascular mortality and influenza mortality. 

Moreover, since this hypothesis implies that the pool of fragile individuals varies between 

years, some of the inconsistency in the extent of harvesting might also be explained. To 

investigate and compare harvesting between two categories of summers as defined by the 

indicators, we established lag stratified distributed lag models.  

 

Methods 

 

Data  

The Swedish capital Stockholm is situated on the coast and has rather mild winters due to the 

Atlantic influence on Scandinavia and experiences only moderate heat in summer. We study 

greater Stockholm with a population of 1.1-1.45 million over the period 1990-2002. Cause-

specific mortality data was provided by the Swedish National Board of Health and Welfare. 

The daily rates of all-cause mortality in all ages, excluding violent deaths, (International 

classification of Diseases Ninth before 1997 [ICD-9] and Tenth from 1997 [ICD-10]) , daily 

rates of influenza mortality ([ICD-9: 487],[ICD-10: J10-11]), daily rates of cardiovascular 

mortality ([ICD-9: 390-459],[ICD-10: I]) and daily rates of respiratory mortality  ([ICD-

9:460-519],[ICD-10: J]) were considered. 

 

For the same period daily data on temperature, relative humidity and air pollution in 

Stockholm were received from the Environment and Health Administration in Stockholm. 

The daily mean temperature was missing for 96 days during the study period, with the 

majority of days (57) in 1992. The daily mean relative humidity was missing for 34 days. We 

did not impute missing values.      

 

Data were stratified on the seasonal basis into a summer period, June - August, and a winter 

period, October – April.   

 

Statistical analysis 

 



Modelling approach 

We assumed daily counts of all-cause mortality during summer to follow an overdispersed 

Poisson distribution. From previous analyses of Stockholm data we knew that a generalized 

additive model (GAM) would fit the data well.21 Smooth functions of penalized cubic splines 

were used to describe within summer seasonal variation and longer term time trend, and a 

priori assumptions were made for their maximum degrees of freedom (df). The within 

summer seasonal variation is assumed to be the same for all years and explains the variation 

in mortality not explained by temperature. The smooth function describing the trend over the 

study period was allowed 1 df per each 4th summer and the smooth function of within 

seasonal variation was allowed 1 df per month. We tested the sensitivity of the a priori 

assumptions by doubling the df for each smooth function.  

 

Weather variables were fitted using smooth penalized spline functions in a first approach, and 

then estimated by linear terms if suitable. We modelled daily mean, maximum and minimum 

of temperature in a first stage, and then proceeded with only the optimal predictor based on 

the generalized cross validation (GCV) score. The optimal lag structure for temperature based 

on GCV-score was determined using moving averages (MA). Relative humidity, NOx and 

ozone were included as the daily mean. We decided a priori that humidity and air pollutants 

were to be kept in the models if their p-values were less than 0.1.    

 

We estimated a threshold in the effect of mortality using maximum likelihood of the MA of 

temperature and fit a model with a piecewise linear temperature component according to this 

threshold. The breakpoint was also clearly apparent in the smooth function of temperature 

estimated in previous steps. Moreover, we estimated yearly coefficients for the temperature 

effect on both sides of the threshold and fit a least squares weighted regression (with the 

inverse of the variance of the yearly estimate as weights) to estimate the trend over the study 

period.      

 

Winter mortality 

We used three different dichotomous indicators for the previous winter season mortality in the 

analysis. The variables used to define those indicators were winter mean of daily total 

mortality (corresponding indicator variable denoted by TOT), winter mean of daily 

respiratory mortality (indicator variable RES), winter mean of daily cardiovascular mortality 

(indicator variable CVD) and cumulative influenza mortality (indicator variable INF). First, 



we tested the underlying winter variables of daily mortality for time trend and found no 

statistically significant influence of time, with the exception of cardiovascular winter 

mortality, which significantly declined during the period. We proceeded by stratifying the 

variables into low and high levels by constraining each one of them to have at least 5 and at 

most 7 observations per level. Then, we identified the greatest distance between the ordered 

observations fulfilling this constraint and stratified thereafter into the two categories. The 

stratification can be seen in table 1, where (H) symbolizes a high level and (L) symbolizes a 

low level of winter mortality. When incorporating the indicators as effect modifiers of the 

following summers temperature effects in the model, we assume that changes in the yearly 

summer mean mortality are explained by the smooth function describing long term time trend. 

The final Poisson GAM model estimating the effect modification of the extent of previous 

winter mortality in influenza on the summer heat effect can be described as (1): 
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Where Yt denotes the daily mean number of all-cause deaths (excl. external causes) on day t, α 

denotes the logarithm of the intercept, β0 denotes the log relative rate associated with a one 

degree increase in temperature below the threshold for the low strata of INF, β1 denotes the 

effect modification of log relative rate associated with a one degree increase in temperature 

below the threshold for the high strata of INF, β2 denotes the log relative rate associated with 

a one degree increase in temperature above the threshold for the low strata of INF, β3 denotes 

the effect modification of log relative rate associated with a one degree increase in 

temperature above the threshold for the high strata of INF, β4 denotes the log relative rate 

associated with a one percent increase in relative humidity, β5 denotes the log relative rate 

associated with day of week, β6 denotes the log relative rate associated with calendar holidays 

and S1 and S2 are smooth functions describing within year variation (season) and long term 

time trend, with specified maximum degrees of freedom respectively.  

    

Furthermore, we stratified the data on a yearly basis by statistically significant (95% level) 

outcomes of the effect modification variables and applied a constrained distributed lag 

analysis to each stratum. In the distributed lag model we defined three lag variables lag 0-1, 



lag 2-6 and lag 7-13, and used the mean temperature for each as an explanatory variable. The 

structure of the lag stratification were chosen a priori.15, 21        

 

The effect estimates (relative risks) are presented as percent per degree increase in 

temperature (˚C) with 95% confidence intervals. 

 

Results 

 

In table 1 we present the mortality rates for the studied winter and summer periods, with some 

additional weather statistics for the summers. The 48 hour mean temperature was found to be 

the optimal predictor of daily mortality in June-August according to the GCV-score, however, 

little difference was found between the performance of maximum, minimum and mean 

temperature as predictors. Figure 1 describes the log of risk relative to the over-all summer 

mean temperature of the study period for two day mean temperatures in summer. The 

estimated threshold for the temperature-mortality relationship is 21.4˚C (95% confidence 

interval CI = (20.0, 22.9)), corresponding to the 90th percentile of summer temperatures over 

the study period. 

 

In figure 2 we show the estimated year-specific linear modelled effects for temperature below 

and above the threshold. The risk estimates increase with time on both sides of the threshold, 

even though a long term time trend in mortality is controlled for in the model. The only effect 

estimate that is not statistically significant is for the summer of 1992, which had the majority 

of missing values. The weighted least squares fit of the yearly effects for temperature resulted 

in a statistically significant increase of 0.13 units per year (CI = (0.10, 0.15)) below the 90th 

percentile and 0.09 units per year (CI = (0.02, 0.15)) above the threshold.  

 

In table 2 we show the estimated effects of temperature, relative humidity and the effect 

modification of the indicators for the piecewise linear models with threshold. The effect 

modification of the indicators for respiratory as well as for cardiovascular winter mortality on 

the temperature effect is statistically significant below the threshold, and reduces the effect of 

temperature in summers when respiratory or cardiovascular mortality in previous winter was 

high. Moreover, the modifying effect of the indicator for influenza in winter is borderline 

significant below the threshold, with a p-value of 0.058. However, there is little effect 

modification by the total mortality in the previous winter season. Moreover, we found a 



statistically significant linear effect of the daily mean relative humidity, shown in table 2, but 

observe no significant interaction in the model for temperature and relative humidity. The 

effect of relative humidity seems rather immediate, corresponding to a moving average of lag 

0 according to the GCV-score.  

 

In figure 3 we have estimated the lag stratified effects in three lag strata above and below the 

threshold. Further, in figure 4 and 5 we describe the lag stratified distributed lags of 

temperature for groups classified by the indicator for respiratory and cardiovascular winter 

mortality. If apparent, short time mortality displacement can be seen as a lagged negative 

effect. This is the case after low winter mortality, where above the threshold there is a rather 

strong and statistically significant immediate (lag 0-1) increase in mortality and a strong and 

significant negative effect the week after. However, if winter mortality has been higher there 

seems to be much less short term displacement of deaths. The lag structure is different in the 

two categories of summers, with a delayed effect of heat for above threshold temperature 

indicated after winters with high mortality. 

      
All of the results change very little when relaxing the smooth functions for long term time 

trend and for within summer seasonal variation. However, the variation in the year-specific 

heat estimates increase to some extent. Generally we did not include the air pollution 

variables as confounders in the presented models, since they had no significant effect (p>0.1) 

on daily mortality in June-August. 

 

 

Discussion 

 

To our knowledge this is the first study to show that the effect of temperature in summer 

significantly depends on the extent of the previous winter respiratory and cardiovascular 

mortality. According to our hypothesis when the pool of fragile individuals is greater we see 

stronger immediate effects of warmth and some displacement of death time. This means that 

the dynamics and patters of mortality in consecutive winters and summers are to some extent 

dependent on each other, related by the size of the pool of susceptible individuals. We have 

described some of the factors that affect the dynamic in the mortality pattern over the year, 

and more specifically that the population in the fragile pool is subject to either general winter 

mortality or temperature associated summer mortality.  Also the specific influenza mortality 



in winter shows a clear tendency to modify the effect of heat on mortality in summer. We 

assume that far from all deaths related to influenza are classified as such. It may well be that 

high respiratory and/or high cardiovascular mortality behave fairly well as indicators for high 

influenza-related mortality. In fact the correlation between the monthly number of deaths in 

respiratory mortality and influenza mortality in Stockholm during the study period was as 

high as 0.75, whilst it was 0.44 between deaths in cardiovascular diseases and in influenza.     

 

The observed effect modification and results from distributed lag models illustrate that there 

are differences in mortality displacement between years and explains some of the 

inconsistency in the estimated fraction attributed to harvesting following heat exposure. These 

results show clearly that the harvesting is much more pronounced when the size of the pool of 

susceptible is larger. It also highlights a change in lag structure depending on if there is a 

larger or smaller group of susceptible individuals. The somewhat more delayed effects when 

the pool is smaller could reflect that the victims of the heat are more resistant these years. 

Most of the effects estimated in the distributed lag model have not reached significance, but 

show similar and expected patterns. The level of statistical significance seems to be rather 

much a question of loss in power when introducing additional explanatory variables and 

splitting the data according to strata and threshold. We know by the simple models that there 

is a significant effect of heat on mortality, and looking at the trend over the study period we 

also know that this effect is increasing.    

 

There has been intensive discussions about the role of mortality displacement from the 2003 

heat wave encouraged by the lower mortality levels the following years and the relatively low 

excess mortality during the 2006 heat wave.17 As we have shown in this paper the summer 

mortality is dependent on the extent of mortality in the winter season in a pool of susceptible 

individuals. Due to sharing of the fragile pool, the mortality during winter is most probably 

also dependent on the summer mortality. This dependency may also be influential over longer 

time periods than the same year, but has not been subject to investigation in this study.               

  

We found a threshold of the heat effect in the summer at 21.4˚ C (for two days mean 

temperature), above which the increase is steeper. The use of a moving average of lag 0 and 1 

of the daily mean temperatures was optimal in the sense of GCV-score compared to longer lag 

times and minimum and maximum daily temperatures. It also described the cumulative effect 

estimates from the lag stratified distributed lag models well. However, it might not explain the 



mortality as well as a specific heat wave indicator would that also take into account the 

prolongation of the heat event.21 So far, Stockholm has been rather sparsely exposed to 

extreme heat events, and during the period studied we have not identified any serious heat 

events stretching out over several weeks.  

 

Medina-Ramon & Schwartz observed absence of harvesting patterns for extreme 

temperatures, in contrast to less extreme temperatures.14 In this study the effect modification 

of previous winter season mortality was significant below the threshold, and did not show 

statistical significance above it, while the distributed lag model emphasizes the short term 

displacement of death time above the threshold. However, the lack of significant effect 

modification above the threshold as well as the weak significance of mortality reductions and 

general effects below the threshold in the distributed lag models might be subject to lower 

power when both splitting the data according to a threshold (90th percentile), by splitting the 

data by winter mortality strata and by introducing additional variables. Therefore, we can not 

rule out that there is mortality displacement associated with mortality effects below the 

threshold since the temperature effect is significant also at these temperatures as shown in 

table 2. It might just not be as strong due to generally smaller effects. 

 

Generally, two days with the mean temperature at 25˚ C and with mean relative humidity of 

80% compared to 16˚ C at the same level of relative humidity would result in an immediate 

increase of the daily number of deaths with around 20 % if respiratory mortality was low the 

previous winter, and with about 18 % if respiratory mortality was high. With effect estimates 

from the distributed lag model the result would be somewhat different.      

 

In the yearly variation of effect estimates we saw a significant increasing time trend. The 

trend is also apparent in models with threshold, both below and above the threshold. 

Therefore, it should not be due to the increase in temperatures over the period. However, the 

increased susceptibility over time can depend on demography, disease prevalence or an 

increased use of influenza vaccines, leaving a larger pool of fragile individuals exposed to 

warm summer days.  The proportion of elderly persons (>64) vaccinated against influenza by 

public health care centres increased from 38% - 58% in Stockholm during the short period 

from 1998-2001 (Personal communication; Örtqvist Å. County Medical Officer for 

Communicable Disease Control, Stockholm County, 2008.). During the previous period, 

1990-1997, we do not know what percent of the population was vaccinated for influenza, but 



it is likely that the percentage increased through the whole study period. Therefore, in 

particular influenza vaccinations may have influenced the changing susceptibility to warm 

days leaving a larger group of susceptible individuals for exposure. The significantly 

decreasing trend in the major cause of death, cardiovascular disease, in winter particularly, 

may also contribute to a trend in the size of the susceptible pool, especially since the 

cardiovascular mortality seemed to decrease to a lesser extent during summer than during 

winter. We have not been able to estimate the change in fraction of elderly individuals over 

the study period. However, the general trends in mortality levels are accounted for in the 

models and therefore demographic factors such as the fraction of elderly in the population at a 

specific time are represented. Due to the observed time trend the over-all estimates in this 

study seem to not be representative for the population in Stockholm at the end of the study 

period or today. In fact, the estimates of the fraction of elderly from the last couple of years 

are almost double the estimates for the study period.       

 

Furthermore, we also saw a significant increase in summer mortality when relative humidity 

increased independent of temperature, but found for the summer months no significant effects 

of the rather low levels of air pollution in this city. However, we cannot rule out interactive 

effects with air pollution that may be hard to detect due to the correlation with heat events, 

e.g. ozone-temperature effect modification.  

 

The evidence for displacement of death has not been consistent in previously published papers 

on heat mortality.6-14 For example, in heat episode analysis the extent of the displacement of 

death is dependent on the occurrence time of the heat episode.13 However, our findings 

suggest that at least some of the variations in the short term mortality displacement are a 

consequence of harsh or mild winter mortality. These effect modification results highlight the 

need to use caution when interpreting risk for population-level mortality in time series and 

episodes analyses. This is especially relevant when it comes to measures of years of life lost, 

which can be highly variable depending on the size of the population of fragile individuals at 

that particular time. These results are of major interest when discussing the severity of heat 

mortality since we need to determine if and to what extent we can expect interventions to be 

effective. Prior to this study, the causes of the yearly variations in heat effect and mortality 

displacement have been poorly investigated. However, these variations are of great 

importance for describing the dynamics of mortality through the year and have implication far 

beyond the scope of heat effects on mortality. 
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Tables 
 

Winter (October-April) Summer (June-July) 
Year TOT RES INF CVD Year Deaths Mean 

Temp 
(˚C) 

Min 
Temp 
(˚C) 

Max 
Temp 
(˚C) 

Mean 
RH 
(%) 

1990/91 8855(H) 758(L) 11(L) 4495(H) 1991 3580 17.0 6.4 30.0 70 
1991/92 8750(L) 785(H) 19(L) 4329(H) 1992 3396 16.0 7.3 27.0 62 
1992/93 8685(L) 712(L) 34(H) 4253(H) 1993 3366 14.4 5.8 25.6 69 
1993/94 8643(L) 779(H) 37(H) 4227(H) 1994 3289 17.6 6.2 33.5 61 
1994/95 8534(L) 728(L) 6  (L) 4127(L) 1995 3468 17.2 8.7 28.7 63 
1995/96 9102(H) 859(H) 36(H) 4318(H) 1996 3357 16.4 8.6 27.5 63 
1996/97 9086(H) 808(H) 33(H) 4274(H) 1997 3390 18.7 6.3 29.1 63 
1997/98 8720(L) 720(L) 43(H) 4138(L) 1998 3463 14.5 6.5 25.4 73 
1998/99 9022(H) 757(L) 58(H) 4156(L) 1999 3476 17.8 8.9 30.8 68 
1999/00 9114(H) 789(H) 62(H) 4092(L) 2000 3379 15.6 7.2 25.2 75 
2000/01 8561(L) 627(L) 8  (L) 3842(L) 2001 3555 17.6 7.3 30.9 76 
2001/02 8855(H) 759(L) 15(L) 3857(L) 2002 3489 19.2 9.8 30.2 75 
Table 1: Mortality and weather data for the winter and summer seasons. The (H) symbolise  a 
high mortality level and the (L) a low mortality level. 
 
 
 
Model 
with 
indicator: 

Estimated 
effect  (% 
per ˚C) for 
Temperature 
below 
threshold 
(95 % CI) 

Estimated 
effect (% 
per ˚C) for 
Temperature 
above 
threshold 
(95 % CI) 

Effect Modification 
below threshold, 
Temperature*Indicator 
(= high)  (95 % CI) 

Effect Modification 
above threshold, 
Temperature*Indicator 
(= high) (95 % CI) 

Estimated 
effect  (% 
per ˚C) for 
Relative 
Humidity, 
(95 % CI) 

TOT 0.65, (0.17, 
1.14) 

0.71, (0.28, 
1.15) 

-0.10, (-0.20, 0.04) 0.19, (-0.10, 0.49) 0.17, (0.06, 
0.27) 

RES 0.62, (0.16, 
1.08) 

0.84, (0.43, 
1.25) 

-0.19, (-0.32, -0.05) -0.12, (-0.42, 0.17) 0.15, (0.04, 
0.25) 

INF 0.49, (0.03, 
0.96) 

0.67, (0.23, 
1.10) 

-0.14, (-0.27, 0.00) 0.03, (-0.26, 0.32) 0.15, (0.04, 
0.26) 

CVD 0.74, (0.27, 
1.21) 

0.88, (0.32, 
1.16) 

-0.29, (-0.48, -0.10) -0.04, (-0.35, 0.26) 0.16, (0.05, 
0.27) 

Table 2: Estimated effects with 95 % Confidence Intervals (95 % CI) in percent per ˚C from 
models with threshold and indicator variables; TOT, RES, INF and CVD. The threshold 
corresponds to 21.4˚C of two day mean temperatures. 
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Figure 1: Smooth function describing the impact of two day mean temperatures on total 
mortality (excl. external causes) in summer. 
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Figure 2: Yearly effect estimates (% per ˚C) for each summer with year-specific confidence 
intervals above and below the threshold at about 90th percentile of summer temperatures. The 
regression lines are the weighted least squares fit, with weights equal to the inverse of the 
variance of the estimates at each year. Too few observations above the threshold made the 
effect estimation impossible during 4 of the years.   
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Figure 3: The lag stratified distributed lags over the whole study period with the three 
estimates below the threshold to the right and the three estimates above the threshold to the 



left. The vertical lines are confidence intervals and the blue line is the cumulative effect over 
the two weeks studied.   
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Figure 4: Effect estimates for the lag strata from the distributed lag model, as percent 
increase in daily mortality per degree C (95 % Confidence Intervals) given for the association  
above (red) and below (black) the threshold of 90th percentile and for summer following 
winters with low and high respiratory (RES) mortality respectively. The blue line corresponds  
to the cumulative effect over two weeks.     
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Figure 5: Effect estimates for the lag strata in a distributed lag model, as percent  
increase in daily mortality per degree C (95 % Confidence Intervals) given for the association  
above (red) and below (black) the threshold of 90th percentile and for summer following  
winters with low and high cardiovascular (CVD) mortality respectively. The blue line  
corresponds to the cumulative effect over two weeks.   


